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Feel the profits—auctions without limits and commission at 

MixFirm.pl 
 

 

MEGA PROMOTION at Auctions MixFirm.pl! 
 

Sign up for a VIP Account at Auctions MixFirm.pl and you will receive from us PLN 400 at 

minimum to use to promote your auctions! 

 

Promotion details: 
 

The profits of using a VIP Package at mixfirm.pl include: 

 unlimited possibilities with regard to auctions—you can sell as much as you want 

and earn money; 

 you are selling without any commission for MixFirm.pl—all profits are your 

commission; 

 a fixed price for the service—the openprofit subscription fee; 

 the possibility to import auctions in bulk from allegro.pl; 

 a significant influence of our partners on the development of the project—

MixFirm.pl is ideal for any success-oriented company. 

 

How much does the company need to invest in it? 

 a monthly subscription fee—approximately PLN 0.06 per hour for all auctions 

you put up or import into the system. That is only PLN 40 net per month! 

 no notice period.  

(or, in the case of a fixed term offer, you can additionally gain even more—the details are on 

the 2nd page) 
 

Why is it worth to become our VIP Partner? 

 the value of the e-commerce market in Poland increases by 20% in average per 

year, the number of Internet users is also growing, including the number of 

people doing shopping on the Internet (according to the strategic report by IAB 

Polska); 

 already several hundred firms have trusted us—they put up their goods and 

services at our auctions; 

 the website is the successor of an Internet shop and it constitutes and additional 

form of advertising for your company—virtually for PLN 0; 

 you can expand your stock continuously on our auctions—there are no limits; 
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 each new company joining us increases the attractiveness of the website by 

increasing the offer for buyers—the more there are auctions of your services or 

goods, the more there are potential buyers. 

 

 

Terms and conditions for the “MEGA PROMOTION at Auctions MixFirm.pl!” promotional 

campaign 

 

1. The promotion is valid from 29 January 2015 until further notice and concerns active 

VIP Accounts. 

2. Each new VIP user will receive a bonus in the amount of PLN 400 up to PLN 2,000 

gross to be used for additional options to promote auctions on the website in 

compliance with the offer selected by the user.  

(details below) 

3. The funds transferred to the account do not influence in any way the amount of the 

monthly subscription fee for using the VIP account and do not relieve the user from 

the obligation to pay it. 

4. The transferred funds do not expire and can be used at any time. 

5. The awarded funds are forfeited upon the deletion of the user account from the 

website without any possibility to exchange them into cash. 

6. The funds are awarded upon the payment of the first VAT or proforma invoice. 

 

The possibilities of investment in the VIP Package: 

 

VIP Package 

(possible options) 
Discount 

 

Monthly subscription 

VIP Package 

(net)  

Additional bonus for auction 

promotion (gross) 

1 month 

Indefinite term contract 
0% PLN 40 PLN 400.00 

1 year 

Fixed-term contract 
30% PLN 28 PLN 700.00 

2 years 

Fixed-term contract 
50% PLN 20 PLN 1,600.00 

3 years 

Fixed-term contract 
60% PLN 16 PLN 2,000.00 

 

 

 


